SERAL + SAVU

SERAL

SAVU

Welcome to Osprey. We pride ourselves on creating the most functional,
durable and innovative carrying products for your adventures. Please
refer to this owner’s manual for information on product features, use,
maintenance, customer service and warranty.
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SERAL OVERVIEW
SERAL FEATURES
1

Easily accessible zippered main compartment
with internal tool organization

2

Magnetic hipbelt bite valve attachment

3

Hydraulics® 1.5L lumbar reservoir included

4

Blinker light attachment

5

Dual zippered hipbelt pockets

1
2

4

SPECS
Cubic Inches
Liters
Pounds*
Kilograms*
Inches
Centimeters

ONE SIZE
427
7
0.82
0.37
8h x 13w x 6d
20h x 33w x 15d

5

FABRIC
MAIN

210D Poly Honeycomb

ACCENT

420HD Packcloth

BOTTOM

420HD Packcloth

3

* Pack weight does not include reservoir

RESERVOIR SLEEVE
SERAL

RESERVOIR HOSE ADJUSTMENTS:

The dedicated internal reservoir sleeve is compatible with the
Hydraulics® 1.5L lumbar reservoir.

RESERVOIR BITE VALVE MAGNET
The reservoir bite valve magnet's placement can be adjusted by moving its placement
along the left hipbelt webbing daisy chain.

1 Insert reservoir into sleeve and use the internal hanging loop with buckle to
ensure proper vertical orientation and stability.
2 Hose exits from the side of the main compartment zippered access point.
3 Wrap hose around the front of the body, from right to left, and attach hose to the
magnetic bite valve attachment point.
For more information on reservoir care, visit osprey.com.

SERAL + SAVU

ADJUST HOSE LENGTH
1 Put on pack and determine appropriate tube length — measure twice and mark
location to cut hose.
2 Slide the magnet away from the bite valve to a point below where the cut will be made.
3 Hold the bite valve in one hand and the tube in the other and pull ﬁrmly to remove.
4 Cut the tubing at the marked point and reinstall the bite valve (twist and push to
insert), making sure the magnet is still on the tubing.
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SAVU OVERVIEW
SAVU FEATURES
1

Dual tuckaway water bottle sleeves*

2

Easily accessible zippered main compartment
with internal tool organization

3

Blinker light attachment

4

Dual zippered hipbelt pockets

*Water bottles not included

SPECS
Cubic Inches
Liters
Pounds
Kilograms
Inches
Centimeters

ONE SIZE
244
4
0.81
0.37
7h x 12w x 4d
17h x 30w x 11d

1
2
4

3

FABRIC
MAIN

210D Poly Honeycomb

ACCENT

420HD Packcloth

BOTTOM

420HD Packcloth

DUAL TUCKAWAY WATER BOTTLE SLEEVES
SAVU
The dual tuckaway water bottle sleeves are designed to carry
two, one or no water bottles. The structured sleeve allows for
easy access to slide water bottles in and out while riding.
To engage water bottle sleeve:
1 Locate the water bottle icon on each side of the pack and
loosen the dual compression straps.
2 Slide the structured sleeve out from behind the hipbelt pocket
and engage the top and bottom snap of each sleeve.
3 Place water bottle into sleeve and secure and cinch bungee for
additional stability.
To disengage water bottle sleeve:
1 Remove water bottle.
2 Unsnap sleeve and slide behind hipbelt pocket.
3 Tighten the dual compression straps to maintain stability and
keep the pack close to body.
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CARRY
CARRY
AIRSCAPE LUMBAR BACKPANEL
+

Extra thick ridged foam with center air channel for excellent ventilation

HIPBELT
1

Breathable airmesh wrap hipbelt contours over
the hipbone to provide a comfortable, secure and
stable carry

2

ErgoPull waiststrap closure system allows for
proper snug and stable fit

3

Side compression straps pulls the load close to
body and into the lumbar

FEATURES
BLINKER LIGHT ATTACHMENT
SERAL / SAVU
Blinker light attachment and reﬂective patch
for safety.

SCRATCH-FREE SLASH POCKET
SERAL / SAVU
Scratch-free, heat-embossed
zippered slash pocket for sunglasses
or electronics.

SERAL + SAVU

INTERNAL ORGANIZATION
SERAL / SAVU
Easily accessible zippered main
compartment with internal tool
organization.

ZIPPERED HIPBELT POCKETS
SERAL / SAVU
On-trail access for small items.
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